
















Translator: A quick note about the scans of this article: The images I had to work with were extremely
compressed, likely scanned many years ago and compressed by countless computers since. I cleaned
and translated them to the best of my ability and I apologize for any errors. This was the only article
from this issue that were available to me and, as far as I am aware, scans of the rest of the issue do not
exist.

Guilty Gear prototype article from Dengeki PlayStation F Vol. 10 October 13,
1995 (Japanese title: 電撃プレイステーション F Vol.10 1995年10月13日 )
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Top left corner:

Exclusive Scoop

Top text:

Developing The World To Come

Block of red text over Sol:

[Indecipherable: Potentially a summary of the following article.]

Kanji next to GUILTY GEAR logo in parenthesis:

Placeholder

PAGE 02

Text at the top: 

Hardcore Battles To Be Fought!!
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Text in purple burst & surrounding text:

A fighting game for the PlayStation with a One-Hit Kill System1!!

Paragraph under purple text:

Arc System Works, the developer of Wizard’s Harmony2, has announced a

brand new title: GUILTY GEAR. It’s a fast paced fighting game in which combatants with diverse

weapons clash. Even if the opponent’s health is at maximum, they can be slain with a single blow in this

game. In addition to super moves, all characters have access to this one-hit special move. Of course,

further details about this technique aren’t known yet, but it’s certainly not something that can be easily

performed. Although the arena itself is not a 3D type, it can scroll in four directions and zooms when a

character backsteps or double jumps (depending on the character’s movement abilities). The theme

tracks for each character will be inspired by heavy metal, hard rock, punk, and other genres to spark up

a heated brawl. Expect hardcore battles that will bring new life to the PlayStation!

Black lozenge above Daisuke:

Director: Mr. Ishiwatari

Caption, right of Daisuke:

Designer of the game, character sounds, and more.

Caption, right of b&w concept sketch:

Rough sketch of the game’s display configuration. This image was provided
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Rough sketch of the game’s display configuration. This image was provided

especially for this article, though what could those gauges at the bottom of the screen be?

Red title, purple box:

A Unique Universe!

Purple box:

The setting of Guilty Gear takes place 2,000 years in the future. In that time,

the world's civilizations were advanced and cared for the earth's environment by utilizing supernatural

forces (fire, water, and wind, magic, etc.) that were beyond the reach of science. However, no matter

how much civilization and culture changed, conflicts amongst humans never ceased and wars still broke

out on a global scale. During that time of war, humanity mass-produced biological weapons through

genetic manipulation. These vile weapons were called “Majin” and took the shapes of humans and other

animals. However, among these Majin, there emerged one who possessed both incredible power and

independent will. Calling himself “The Leader,” he took all the Majin in the world under his command

and turned on mankind. This was the birth of the Majin army. In response, mankind formed the Sacred

Order of Holy Knights, an organization specialized in fighting Majin. Thus began The Great Demon

Wars. The war waged for 30 years and at last ended in victory for the Holy Order, with the “Leader”

being sealed away in a dimensional prison. The Holy Order was temporarily disbanded after the war,

but the nightmare began again three years later when the prison that sealed the “Leader” weakened, and

an uncanny miasma of evil enveloped the world. After deeply investigating the situation, the United

Nations decided to organize a martial arts tournament to gather powerful warriors and form the Second

Sacred Order of Holy Knights. The plan was to allow murderers and other criminals to participate in the
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Sacred Order of Holy Knights. The plan was to allow murderers and other criminals to participate in the

tournament, and to give the winner whatever they wanted… even their own country.

Red text left of May:

This character does work!

Purple title text under purple box:

New Characters Created Using Cutting-Edge CG technology

Text under purple title section:

The photo of the character on the left might make you think of polygons, but

in fact this character isn’t made of polygons at all. These characters were drawn using machines by

Silicon Graphics3, which have incredible graphical processing power. For example, if you remember the

[Super Nintendo4] game, [Donkey Kong Country5], you can see that these graphics computer

workstations can generate beautiful three-dimensional works that are made of neither polygons nor

dots. Dokioki [土器王紀]6 also includes graphics like these, so please refer to the article about that

game in this issue for more information. In Guilty Gear, the characters rendered with Silicon Graphics’

workstations are imported into the game and animated. Of course, these graphics are still under

development. Mr. Ishiwatari says, "It will look much cooler as development continues," so you can

expect to see even more beautiful characters when the game is completed. Additionally, weapons and

other objects that move rapidly will be partially made of polygons, which will surely create an

unprecedented 2D battle experience!! 
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Caption right of Sol image:

Scary~. But this is just a prototype, and there is no way this will be used as it

is (this screenshot is also under development).

GUILTY GEAR game specs box under Sol image:

Guilty Gear (placeholder)

●Genre: Action Fighter ●Developer: Arc System Works
●Release Date: Summer ‘96 (estimate) ●Price: TBD
●Supported Peripherals: Undecided ●Multiplayer: 2-player
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White text in black burst: Ten Characters!

Red text: SOL BADGUY

Red text w/black border, top right: The Drifter Protagonist With A Wicked Aura

Big block of text under red text w/border:

Formerly a lone wolf bounty hunter, Sol joined the First Sacred Order of

Holy Knights (an organization formed during the Great Demon Wars, a battle between humans and the

demonic Majin) in the latter stages of its existence. However, he could not conform to the strict rules

and discipline of the Order and soon left. At that time, he absconded with the organization's treasured

sword, the “Fireseal.”
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●Origin - America
●Age - 24
●Height - 177cm (5’8”)
●Weight - 67kg (148lb)
●Blood Type- B
●Weapon - “Fireseal”

He’s a super cool guy that never pretends to be righteous. Although he’s the

main character, he’s also a heel7, a dirty antihero what a habit of saying, “That’s heavy!!”

White text in black title bar of red box, lower right: Mr. Ishiwatari’s Comments

Text in red box under black title bar:

Of course he has a headband, as the protagonist. In Sol’s case it’s made of

steel, and the great thing about headbands is that it makes a character look like a hero. But with him,

there is a secret behind that steel band which will be revealed in the ending. I hope you look forward to

it.
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Red text, top: MAY

Red text, vertical, left of May:　　A Girl That Lives For Love

White text in black vertical label on orange box: Mr. Ishiwatari’s Comments

Text in orange box w/black label: 

May was designed as a young woman with a strong personality. I also added
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May was designed as a young woman with a strong personality. I also added

an axe to emphasize her masculine side, but what do you think about it? However, she is actually a

single-minded girl who is devoted to one man (Johnny). In this respect, I kept the exposure modest. 

Big block of text, bottom right:

When she was eight years old, her parents died and she had no other relatives. At first she

was reluctant to go with Johnny, but as she traveled with him she noticed his inner kindness and

gradually became attracted to him and grew to love him. One day, however, Johnny was suddenly

arrested by the police. May decided to enter the tournament in order to win and get Johnny released.

●Origin - Unknown
●Age - 18
●Height - 154cm (5’0”)
●Weight - 47kg (104lb)
●Blood Type- B
●Weapon - “Bohemian”

May only cares about Johnny, and she is also one of the most powerful

characters in the series. She is truly a fool for love!! The anticipation of waiting to see what kind of skills

she has while wielding her ax, Bohemian, is exciting. And just what on Earth could that lucky bastard

Johnny be like?

PAGE 05

Blue title text: KY KISKE

Two columns of black text under blue title:
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At the age of 16, Ky became the leader of the First Sacred Order of Holy Knights in

the latter years of its existence. Ky became the top swordsman in the Holy Order after Sol left it, and

was given the Order’s treasured sword, the Thunderseal, as well as its inner secrets. Ky’s initial motive

for participating in the tournament is to find out the true meaning behind it, and why it allows criminals—

even murderers—to participate. His strong sense of justice and his earnest personality made him

naturally suspicious of the tournament. However, his true main purpose was to settle the score with Sol,

which he had not been able to during his time as a knight.

●Origin - Russia
●Age - 21
●Height - 174cm (5’7”)
●Weight - 64kg (141lb)
●Blood Type- A
●Weapon - “Thunderseal”

While the main character, Sol, is a heel, Ky is a “babyface8” with a strong

sense of justice. Ky was called a genius swordsman at a young age, and since he appears as Sol’s rival,

the fight between the two will surely be a heated one.

Title of blue box left of Ky RIDE IT illustration: Mr. Ishiwatari’s Comments

Text inside of blue box:

Ky is an orthodox character, so to speak, who is committed to justice.

Therefore, in the design process, I had a hard time creating a character that fit as a rival to the main

character, Sol. Since he belonged to an organization as a holy knight, I tried to express his serious

character by making him wear a coat-type costume.
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Red text over full body Ky illustration: A Genius Swordsman That Once Served As A Holy Knight

Block of text right of Potemkin:

Born into the Hansen family in Russia, a family of great axemen, he trained

himself to be able to use the famous "Dreadnought" axe with ease. However, by the time he had

mastered the Dreadnought, there were no fighters around that were strong enough to compete with him.

Frustrated by this, he decided to enter the tournament... 

●Origin - Russia
●Age - 34
●Height - 197cm (6’5”)
●Weight - 123kg (271lb)
●Blood Type- B
●Weapon - “Dreadnought”

Potemkin is a patriotic and powerful fighter.

Red text over full body Potemkin illustration: A Powerhouse Fighter

White text in black field under Potemkin portrait: Mr. Ishiwatari’s Comments

Text in orange box under Potemkin portrait:

I would be happy if you could sense the masculine coolness in the heavy

weight of this large character. Potemkin was rather easy to create (laughs). 
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Red text at the bottom of the page: POTEMKIN

PAGE 06

Text right of Axl portrait:

Axl Low is a man from the past. Growing up in a slum, he became a street

gangster in order to survive his environment. However, he hates killing people so he expanded his

territory through non-lethal fighting techniques. Then one day he suddenly slips through time to the far

future. When Axl learns of the martial arts tournament and its prize that grants its winner anything they

want, he heads to the tournament venue with the hope of winning and having his life restored to the way

it was in the past.

●Origin - England (in the past)
●Age - 26
●Height - 178cm (5’8”)
●Weight - 76kg (168lb)
●Blood Type- B
●Weapon - His kusarigama (chained sickles), “Betty”

We look forward to seeing Axl’s special techniques with his kusarigama,

which Mr. Ishiwatari said he, “designed first.”

Blue text under Axl portrait: AXL LOW

Title of green box next to AXL LOW text: Mr. Ishiwatari’s Comments

Text in green box: 
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Axl is the character I have the most emotional attachment to, and his combat

technique was the first I thought up. The key, then, is how to produce effective movements of the

kusarigama on the screen. Of course, I think the fight will depend on how those two sickles are

controlled.

Text over full body Axl illustration: Dual Kusarigama Style

Green text right of Millia full body illustration: MILLIA RAGE

Red text left of Millia full body illustration: Knife-Wielding Assassin 

Text under MILLIA RAGE title:

Millia’s parents died when she was very young, and she was taken in by an

assassin organization that trained her in the art of knife assassination. However, she was used as a

sacrificial pawn by the organization, and in the midst of an assassination plot, she escaped and vowed to

become a criminal afterwards. She entered the tournament to earn enough money to live off of for the

rest of her life.

●Origin - Brazil
●Age - 21
●Height - 169cm (5’5”)
●Weight - Unknown
●Blood Type- AB
●Weapon - Knives

Title of green box left of Millia portrait: Mr. Ishiwatari’s Comments
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Text in green box: 

Her design started out mostly black because she was to be an assassin, but I

decided to go a little brighter because of the queenly aspect of Millia’s character. Though, she has a

dark past so some of her dialog oozes bitter sorrow.

PAGE 07

Red text top of page: KLIFF UNDRSEN

Text under red title text: 

A warrior who served as the leader of the First Sacred Order of Holy

Knights in its early days. He was so strong during his time in the Order that he was known as “The

Mightiest Warrior9,” and was given the treasured sword, “Dragonslayer,” which is said to be able to

slay a dragon in a single strike. Kliff’s motivation for participating in the tournament is to show that his

power has not waned yet.

●Origin - Switzerland
●Age - 68
●Height - 157cm (5’2”)
●Weight - 47kg (104lb)
●Blood Type- O
●Weapon - “Dragonslayer”

Kliff is portrayed as a gentle man that devotes himself fully to a fight.

According to Mr. Ishiwatari, the Dragonslayer was originally a longer sword, but it was too long for him

and the handle was cut off in the middle to fit his physique. Kliff is also unable to dash or make other
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and the handle was cut off in the middle to fit his physique. Kliff is also unable to dash or make other

quick movements due to his age. This is characteristic of an elderly character.

Daisuke comment box text: Mr. Ishiwatari’s Comments

Orange Daisuke comment box:

This character was made for players that like old geezers. Gramps is the only

one that can’t backstep or dash, so please have fun playing him to your heart’s content.

Red text over full body Kliff: The Warrior Of Old Is Strong Even Now!

Blue title text: CHIPP ZANUFF

Text under blue CHIPP ZANUFF:

Addicted to drugs as a youth, he joined the Mafia as a drug dealer.

Eventually, he himself became overly addicted to drugs and could no longer do his job. The Mafia tried

to get rid of him, but he was rescued by a ninja and trained under him. One day, Chipp’s ninja master

was assassinated by the Mafia. Furious, he swore to win the tournament and become president in order

to destroy the Mafia.

●Origin - Japan (self-proclaimed)
●Age - 22
●Height - 176cm (5’8”)
●Weight - 72kg (159lb)
●Blood Type- A
●Weapon - “Les Paul”

Although his outward appearance isn’t very ninja-like (and why does he call himself
Japanese, he’s a foreigner), it’s likely that his main skill will be ninjutsu.
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Daisuke comment box text: Mr. Ishiwatari’s Comments

Blue comment box text: 

He’s a delinquent, a junkie, and an American ninja that calls himself Japanese.

By the way, his ninja master’s name is Yuuji.

Red text over Chipp: Junkie Ninja Who Mastered Ninjustsu

PAGE 08

Black title text at the top: ZATO=ONE

Main text body, left of Zato portrait:

Zato is the leader of the Assassins and uses a forbidden spell that allows him to

manipulate shadows at the cost of losing his vision. Even though he’s blind, Zato has such keen senses

that he can detect the movement of things by changes in the surrounding atmosphere. Nevertheless, one

of his assassination attempts was foiled when he was betrayed by a fellow assassin. As a result, he was

arrested and sent to prison. When he found out that he was allowed to compete in the tournament, he

became determined to win and seek exoneration.

●Origin - Spain
●Age - 25
●Height - 182cm (5’10”)
●Weight - 83kg (183lb)
●Blood Type- AB
●Weapon - “Shadows”
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Zato is the only character in the series that does not fight with a weapon.

Although, his “shadow,” which he can manipulate at will, seems likely to allow him to use a wide variety

of combat techniques. The exhilaration of the period drama-like atmosphere of this game’s weapons is

one of its charms, but it also has a fantasy element, as Mr. Ishiwatari explains: “The shadows are like

magic.” In the world of Guilty Gear, where weapon-based fighting is a mainstay of the game, a character

like Zato who doesn’t carry a weapon is a unique presence. We can’t wait to see how these “shadows”

will move.

Daisuke comment box: Mr. Ishiwatari’s Comments

Text in comment box:

I wanted to create a character who could manipulate shadows, so I decided

not to give Zato a weapon, but I had a hard time designing a fitting “mysterious” feeling for him. In the

end, however, I’m quite pleased with the character.

Red text over Zato full body: An Assassin Manipulating Shadows

Green title text under Zato: DR. BALDHEAD

Text under green title text:

Dr. Baldhead was once a good-hearted and brilliant surgeon, even called the

best in the world. One day, however, he accidentally caused the death of a young girl suffering

appendicitis, and he has since been driven mad by his inability to forgive his mistake. His madness turns
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appendicitis, and he has since been driven mad by his inability to forgive his mistake. His madness turns

him into a killer and spreads fear amongst the population. Soon after the crime he gets caught and the

United Nations somehow forces him to participate in the tournament.

●Origin - China
●Age - 32
●Height - 199cm (6’5”)
●Weight - 52kg (115lb)
●Blood Type- O
●Weapon - “Magnificently Sharp Giant Scalpel”

The setup of a killer that used to be called a genius surgeon sounds scary.

Hopefully the ending of the game shows the reason why he was forced to participate in the tournament.

Red text right of Baldhead: Mad Genius Surgeon

Daisuke comment box: Mr. Ishiwatari’s Comments

Text in green Daisuke box: 

I like shaved heads, and I wanted a bald character so I made one. The

combination of a bald head and a sharp scalpel is appealing, it looks a bit dangerous. His lifestyle is also

very tense and he has an unusual laugh.

◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆

= CREDITS =

Article originally published in Dengeki PlayStation F Vol.10, October 13, 1995

English Translation ・ Editing ・ Upscaling / Sol Radguy

Special thanks to whoever it was that originally scanned this article many, many, years ago, and Volcanic
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Special thanks to whoever it was that originally scanned this article many, many, years ago, and Volcanic

Fighter (Nincopyjasb) for providing the original files.

May 8, 2023

1 
The kanji here were not the ones used in the instant kill system implemented in the official

release, 殺界発生. Instead it used 一撃必殺
2 

An adventure/simulation game that released December 1995 on the PlayStation, two months

after this issue was published.
3 

Silicon Graphics Inc., was an American high-perfomance computing manufacturer that

specialized in machines that could generate high quality 3D graphics.
4 

Super Famicom in Japan.
5 

Super Donkey Kong in Japan.
6 

A 3D adventure game released in 1995. It never had an English title translation so I only

romanized it.
7 

In professional wrestling, a “heel” is the antagonist or a bad/antihero-type character that

breaks rules and fights dirty.
8 

Another professional wrestling term. A “babyface” is the opposite of a heel in that they

follow the rules and fight clean.
9 

This is a word difficult to translate into English, 「一騎当千」 (Ikkitousen). I used the same

translation in the Dengeki PS April ‘96 prototype Missing Link article as I did here for

consistency.
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